
Lecture on A/B Testing

Examples of where A/B Testing is used:
- Tech companies improving their UI / algorithms
- E-commerce sites improving their design / personalizing context / offering promotions
- Optimizing ads

How A/B tests are run:
- How subjects are randomized into treatments
- Who in the organization is running the A/B test
- Who is in charge of the analysis (in house statisticians vs platforms like Optimizely)

4 challenges for designing a good A/B test:

1. Deciding what to test
- What metrics you want to improve
- What treatments might improve them

2. Deciding which subjects to target
- Usually using all visitors to the site represents the desired population
- But sometimes we want to target a subpopulation to get more focused inference

3. Modeling the data
- Examples of Bernoulli, Normal & Poisson data
- Defining “lift” in each case
- Difficulty of defining lift for non-parametric models

4. Choosing the sample size

Running many A/B tests:
- ANOVA to estimate interactions
- Mutually exclusive layers to eliminate interactions

Analyzing A/B tests:
- Point estimate for lift
- Review of unpaired t-tests (p-values, confidence intervals and power)
- Students asked questions about paired vs unpaired t-test and pooled vs unpooled 

variance estimates
- Why p-values / CIs are useful for communicating results in large organizations
- After fixing 1-4 above, t-test is approximately UMP, but optimizing 1-4 has large impact 

on power

Choosing sample size to optimize power:
- Greater flexibility to vary sample size in A/B testing than in other experimental contexts
- Minimum detectable effects (choosing a min lift at which to get decent power)
- Examples of when a natural MDE exists and when it doesn’t

Sequential testing:



- High-level of what a sequential test is (can reject H_0 at any time and we need to 
bound Type I error up to infinite time horizon)

- Generally want fast detection under H_1 (there are many objectives we could choose 
here)

- Defining always valid p-values from sequential tests

Bandits:
- Why varying the traffic allocation smoothly can be more efficient than terminating the 

test and making a binary decision
- Examples where bandits are not useful because we need binary decisions asap
- Did not have time to define regret formally or give any examples of bandit algorithms


